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Unidentified Participant: Rob And yet not, I will write an email for other forms of communication, but I can ask 

them to respond (inaudible). 
 
Unidentified Participant: Yes, good. 
 
Unidentified Participant: I saw that Steve Crocker has forgotten to respond.  The seventh question of it is there a 

need in the evidence for recuperation function for extraordinary events at the managerial 
level, and the managerial board within ICANN.  He didn't respond to that.   

 
Unidentified Participant: Okay, I'll try to talk with him and get the feeling, even in that.   
 
Unidentified Participant: I have read some (inaudible) compiled reports, draft report, from the 18th of November.  

I think it looks very promising. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Yes. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Good. 
 
Unidentified Participant: It is a work in progress, but it's--. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Yes, good work.  It's good work.  And that is more or less what we, it's a good example 

of what we are aiming at.   
 
Unidentified Participant: Exactly, exactly. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Andres, is everyone ready for us?  Andres, did you read Simon McAlla?  We know he's 

on mute, so--. 
 
Andres Piazza: I'm sorry.  I still have no chance to look at it.  I will review it by the end of this week, so I 

will try to be as quick as possible. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Very good.  (Inaudible), have you begun to find some patterns?  Have you been able to 

start wrapping something, even assuming that which may be that we don't get responses 
from Bertram, from Rob and from Jeff, or that they are, again, missing in critical points 
like Keith did.   

 
Unidentified Participant: The answer is no.  But the ambition is to do it.  Up until today, this morning, I have been 

very busy.  So we have, the (inaudible), as I told you before, about two days.  And then 
after, we had a summing up and trying to put down the impressions of, under (inaudible) 
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on the exercise, so for the last (inaudible).  And this week, we had the Internet Day, so it's 
a big conference, together with that (inaudible) and other constituencies that we--hello? 

 
Unidentified Participant: That conference seems to be going pretty well. 
 
Unidentified Participant: So, and then today I made a speech about a report that I compiled that's a type of a robust 

electronic communication, a guide for users on buying equipment.  And that's what I took 
into it, out of the five-day conference, on the third day, on the dais in Stockholm.  But 
now I have much more time from now.  But I was not, this conference call, this should 
have come some days later for me.  That would be more ideal.  But because of another 
one in a week or so. 

 
Unidentified Participant: Yes, we're pressured, too.  Well, see what you can do for next week. I'm traveling next 

week, and they will go get the schedule of the events where I will be.  This will be in 
Costa Rica, so it's in my (inaudible), my same time zone or (inaudible).  Yes, I'm only 
three hours away from here.  And it won't hurt to look up the--I mean, it won't be in 
Campo Silvia.  Campo Silvia is really a nice one in the outskirts of San Jose.  I'm going 
to go to a meeting down more like, downtown San Jose.  I know the place and (inaudible) 
use of (inaudible).  San Jose is not really a very nice city itself, but everything around it is 
fantastic.  So don't even plan on a seated tour, stuff like that.  Just plan on the, you know, 
to visit with nature around. 

 
Unidentified Participant: Could you send the name of the hotel? 
 
Unidentified Participant: Yes.  It's on the ICANN site and I understand that what occurred already in Dakar is that 

it was blocked already, so the words there were legal words (inaudible).  I'm sure many 
of these are made by travel agencies, but so, I'll find out, especially after I go there.  I'll 
see what people tell me.  I mean, I'm going to a (inaudible) meeting there, and I expect to 
see people who are involved in the local organization before the ICANN meeting to find 
out how everything is going. 

 
 Okay, so coming back, so Andres, do you believe, if I say that you may be able to start 

drafting in the, let's say, or doing your analysis work and drafting specs at the end of this 
week, is that fair? 

 
Andres Piazza: Yes. 
 
Unidentified Participant: So we could, let's say if we talked a week from now, we could see whether you have 

encountered some particular difficulties on the (inaudible), again trying to, have some 
work to do now, trying to get responses from people, or maybe you need some additional 
clarification, and stuff that they can intervene against. 

 
Unidentified Participant: I've not had, perhaps, inputs from Ron and Jeff.   
 
Unidentified Participant: Okay, I'll work on that for you. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Okay.  I'll try as much as I can the coming week. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Okay, good.  Very good.  Andres, how are you doing? 
 
Andres Piazza: I'm good, thanks.   
 
Unidentified Participant: I (inaudible) and I wondered whether you have obtained all the inputs on (inaudible) tape 

that you need, or do you still need something more? 
 
Andres Piazza: You know, my feeling is that there is nothing hidden, so I think that's, that everything 

from the year are public sources, so the answer I got to severe case for the moment in 
case someone has some question to ask, but at this moment, I'm fine. 
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Unidentified Participant: Okay.  Yes, I believe that also what was published is pretty useful for a good, helpful 

report, and there may be some questions to be integrated with the rest.  It would be very 
useful to have a draft from you pretty soon, no matter how rough it is.  But those, to sort 
of proceed there (inaudible) related, and not only to reporting the incidence, but whether 
it shows something that we should get, especially into our analyses, and mostly into our 
recommendations. 

 
Andres Piazza: Okay, okay.  I'll look at it soon. 
 
Unidentified Participant: So if you can send something by Monday, if you can do something between now and the 

weekend, and for during the weekend, it would really be very helpful, because as you 
have mentioned, the public record on the (inaudible) is pretty detailed, and it's very 
heartening in the sense that there was a lot of cooperation between parties.   

 
 But what we don't know is whether we will have some questions like how were these 

lessons absorbed, what changed in ICANN or in the collaboration between ICANN and 
other parties.  And that way, we would need to have a quick draft from you to see how it 
integrates into the rest of the half-hour sections and also to match it against something 
Juan's writing there.   

 
 We have already Simon's draft, so you can use it and see whether, as you write something 

from the conflict or incident, you can identify some gaps.  I mean, we're not going to be 
looking at, as I've always said in the project, we are not only looking for the bad stuff, 
we're not only looking for the gaps, but also we're looking to see like the good signs.  So 
if you see something that Simon says, leaves open or finds lacking and you have evidence 
that it's not that bad, that's also important. 

 
Andres Piazza: Okay.  I'll try my best, and I think I will be able to deliver something by Monday. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Okay, perfect.  David Cake isn't with us.  Alice, do you want to cover the report from 

David, right?  Whether he has joined or he has responded to your (inaudible)? 
 
Alice Jansen: No, I haven't.  He's not on the call, I'm afraid.  No.   
 
Unidentified Participant: Okay, so on my side, I'm waiting for Bill's report.  I have a part of it, and I can do some 

analytic work.  I have to still obtain approval from the people whom I interviewed in 
Rome, whether my report on their interviews they agree with.  I'm going to press to get 
that done by over the weekend.  It's not a big (inaudible), but some of the statements may 
be critical.   

 
 So I know what they said and I know how to use it, but I want to be sure that I can have 

that interview on the record as an annex to the report, so that's one small piece of work.  
And the other is very sensitive things that Martin and Bill have been collecting about the 
NTIA's directions and routes and directions and so forth.  So they hope also to be able to 
work this weekend.  And then you guys draft, at the latest, on Monday.  And Andres, as 
much as you can share from your inputs, that will allow me to move, force me to make a 
forecast of what will be there in order to at least structure my general draft around it and 
wait for the actual content to come.   

 
 Well, anything else?  Do you need any support?   
 
Unidentified Participant: I can send a mail if I need some more information or help. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Okay.  And the main (inaudible).  Andres, do you need any support? 
 
Andres Piazza: No, I think everything is fine, and I'll let you know in case that something goes wrong, 

but everything is fine so far.   
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Unidentified Participant: Very good, okay.  So I'll try to get input or feedback from Bill and from David and I'll try 

to share it with you as soon as that's in.  And otherwise, I think that the rest of them won't 
join the call.  (Inaudible) as everybody's past that, and not having heard from David, and 
my forecast is a  few (inaudible).  So if you agree, we can adjourn. 

 
Unidentified Participant: Okay.  I think you're right, yes. 
 
Unidentified Participant: And I'll be in contact with them separately. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Okay. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Okay, so let's adjourn, and we'll pick up a meeting, we'll see if we can pick up a meeting 

for next week.  But certainly I will be looking forward to your drafts or news by Monday. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Okay. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Very good.  Have a good day or evening, whatever you're facing.  You're in the evening, 

right?  You're both in Europe. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Yes. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Goodbye, Alice. 
 
Alice: Bye, take care. 
 
Unidentified Participant: Bye. 
 
Andres Piazza: Okay, thank you very much, goodbye. 
 


